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~

I’ve known Seth my whole life. He was the boy next-door and I was the girl—but

not the girl-next-door type of girl, more like the beautiful temptress that a not-

very-manly guy like Seth never had a hope in hell of dating, no matter how hard

he crushed on her. You know how these situations play out. Even so, we were

good friends (emphasis on friend) and we looked enough alike—same height,

similar build, same hair color—that a lot of people thought we might be siblings.

That’s probably what got me thinking, even before I won the lottery: if we could

be brother and sister, then why not sister and twin sister?

So, once my prize ‘beamed down’ from orbit, and with the aim of bringing my

own ultimate fantasy to life, I put the question to my target of choice. “Hey, Seth,

you’ll never guess what happened the other week. I won the lottery!”

It was Saturday afternoon and we were hanging out in my apartment near the Uni.

In the aftermath of a particularly gut-wrenching session of Into the Dead he was

zoned out enough not to know what I meant. “What, so you’re rich now?”

I play-slapped him. “No, silly. I’m this month’s winner of the Grüelle draw.”

That made him sit up and take notice. Only one person on the planet over the age

of eighteen gets to win that draw each month and usually you never find out who.

The names aren’t announced publicly—even the government doesn’t know—so

you only hear about the rare winner who chooses to talk to the media, usually

because they’ve just been cured of some horrible disease and sooner or later

someone is bound to notice anyhow. “Cool! What’re you gonna wish for?”

“Got it sorted. I’ll show you soonly.” I shut down the game console. “Meanwhile,

I have to ask: have you ever wondered what it might be like to be a woman?”

He blinked that one over for a few seconds. “Uhm, no… was I supposed to?”

I smiled and ran fingers through my lengthy tresses, spilling them onto the back of

the couch. “You should. Because I’m about to give you that chance.”

More blinking. “Hang on. If you’re talking about the Grüelle lottery, I happen to

know that’s not how it works. You can’t wish for something that directly affects

someone else, physically or mentally. It’s like, a guy can wish a cure for himself,

but not for his wife or his parents, or whoever. That’s why all the controversy.

People figure if the Grüelle can cure one guy, then why not everybody?”

I shrugged. “Is what it is. Nobody can stop wars or wish climate change away, and

I can’t turn you into a woman. So I wished for the next best thing—a bodysuit!”
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He stared at me, sucking his teeth. “A what?”

“You know what I mean. A head-to-foot ‘costume’—what some people call a

‘skinsuit’. Looks and feels exactly like real skin. You put it on, you zip it up, and

hey presto you look like a real woman.”

“I don’t think anything could make me look like a real woman.”

“You thought wrong. This is massively high-tech: Grüelle technology all the way.

It changes the shape of your body, alters the pitch of your voice—you can even

feel it when something touches you, like it’s your own skin.” I nudged him in the

ribs. “Get this: you can have sex and it totally feels like you’re doing it.”

“Uh-huh. Sex as a woman? I think I’ll pass.”

“Really? Wow, I never thought you’d turn down the chance for a little girl-on-girl

action. Guess ya never really know, huh?”

He looked confused. “Girl on girl? You mean with you?”

“Sure. Who else? I made the bodysuit majorly cute. Exactly my type.”

“I, uh… didn’t know you swung that way. It’s cool and all, but…”

“But what?” I poked him in the ribs. “Lemme tell ya, there’s nothing wrong with a

little bi-sexual edu-cation. Don’t knock it ‘til you’ve tried it. You might even learn

something,” I added with a wink. “Something that might come in awfully handy

the next time you’re face to face with a real girl.”

Seth hemmed and hawed and beat around the bush for ten long minutes, but there

was never any real doubt. Once he got over the shock of what I wanted him to do,

there was zero chance he’d turn me down. Men are like that: lead them around by

the dick and they’ll do anything to get off. In this case, that included Seth agreeing

to be transformed into a woman.

~

I know guys. At heart, they’re simple creatures, not hard to figure out, and being

turned into a woman is the sort of thing a guy won’t do if he has the chance to

think it over. So I needed to act fast, before he could change his mind.

I led him into my bedroom, which seemed to be enough all by itself to zone him

out again. “Strip down,” I told him, while I lay the bodysuit on the bed. I could see

him begin to panic, so I added, “Don’t worry. I’ll step out while you put this on.”

He agreed, albeit reluctantly. It didn’t matter how shy he might be, the only thing

that mattered was that he wear the suit. “There’s a little tube down there for your

thingie,” I said. “Make sure you get it all the way in or the suit won’t seal.”
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I whiled away the next few minutes tidying the living room. Finally, the bedroom

door opened a crack. His voice was plaintive. “What do I do now?”

I checked his progress. He was inside the body of the suit, but the headpiece was

flopping around on his chest. I spun him around and made sure the zipper was all

the way up. “You sure your dickie-bird is tucked in nice and tight?” He nodded,

looking grim. “All right, then it’s just the mask. I’ll help—it’ll be a tight fit.”

I cleared stray hair from the opening. “Okay, now bend over—just your head—

and we can… just—” He pushed through the gap while I pulled on the soft-but-

indestructible fabric. It took some doing, but his head finally popped inside.

“Hang on, I have to get things lined up.”

I pulled and poked at the fabric covering his face, until eyes, nose, mouth and ears

all clicked into place. That’s when the suit decided to seal itself. He gasped as his

muscles spasmed. I helped him sit and then lie down on my bed. His breath came

quickly. “I know it hurts,” I whispered in his ear, “but it won’t last long.” I held

him and stroked his now-female body until, at last, he began to relax.

She licked her lips. “I’m okay now.” She spoke with a female voice: high, sweet

and pretty darn sexy. Not to toot my own horn, but she sounded exactly like me.

I helped her sit up. “How do you feel?”

“Uhm, fine… I guess.” One hand felt the other, then moved on to her arms and

legs, and finally her breasts. I could see that coming. “Oh wow… I feel—I can

feel everything! It’s like this is my own skin… my own body.”

“For the time being, it is. Seriously, you’d need an x-ray, or an MRI, for someone

to figure out you’re not a real woman.” I trailed my fingers down her back. “Feel

that? There’s no seam, no zipper.”

Her fingers did their own checking. “Where’d it go?”

I shrugged. “Somehow it knows how to hide itself. Same for the join around your

neck. It all comes together right here at the top of your spine.” Gently, I pressed

the back of her neck.

Her finger crowded mine out of the way. “There’s nothing there.”

“Not on the surface. I imagine there’s some sort of sensor underneath. You have to

touch it just the right way—a coded series of long and short presses—to make it

open up again.”

She pulled her long hair aside. “Show me. I want to—”

“Sorry, I should’ve said me. The bodysuit only responds to my touch.”

She stared. “What’s that mean? I’m stuck in here until you let me out?”
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I smiled, perhaps reassuringly. “Of course. But there’s nothing to worry about. I’ll

pop you right outta there after we’re done. Until then, by the way, I’m gonna call

you ‘Serena’. Serena Thorne, to be exact.”

Her eyes widened. “Thorne? That’s your name. Why not just—”

“Because. For the scenario I’ve got cooked up, you’re gonna be my sister. My

twin sister, in case you hadn’t figured that out yet.”

“Twin sis—?” She jumped up and ran to my vanity. “Oh my god—I thought this

hair looked familiar. I look exactly like you!”

I laughed. “Yep. You sound like me too. And in a few minutes, when the mental

reprogramming kicks in, you’ll talk like me—speech pattern, choice of words,

etcetera—and you’ll move like me; same body language. In general, as far as the

rest of the world is concerned, you are me. Only you and I will know different.”

Serena turned her back on the mirror. “What’s the deal here? You got some kinky

thing going on about doin’ the nasty with yourself?”

I rolled my eyes. “Something like that.”

~

Barely a year ago, the Grüelle starship had arrived in orbit without so much as a

hint it was coming. One moment it wasn’t there, the next moment it was—this

according to the Space Force radar that monitors objects in low Earth orbit. The

ship waited a whole week for the initial panic to die down before making contact.

It spoke fluent English, plus more than sixty other human languages, and it didn’t

hesitate to communicate freely in all of them.

One thing was made clear early on: there were, in fact, no Grüelle on board. The

ship was entirely automated, run by a sophisticated machine intelligence, without

any sort of life support system. Many centuries before, the Grüelle had built and

launched the starship with instructions to go forth, seek knowledge, and transmit

its findings back to the home world. Having studied human paranoia prior to

contact, the ship assured the people of Earth that no invasion was in the offing and

there was no chance of any biological contamination. In fact, there would be no

actual physical contact: no landings, no shipboard visits.

The Grüelle ship was up-front about its intentions: it planned to spend six years in

orbit, studying the planet and conversing with human representatives, then depart

for some other star system. It would not directly share its advanced technology,

but in discussions with scientists it would provide suggestions for ways they could

advance their own research. This was to reduce the instabilities, both social and

economic, that a sudden influx of new technologies could cause.
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The other part of the plan was more controversial. On the first of each month the

ship would run a lottery, in which all the people of Earth over the age of eighteen

were participants—whether they wanted to be or not. At random, one name would

be drawn. The winner would not be announced; instead, the ship would contact

them via a form of remote manifestation undetectable to Earthly instruments. The

prize was simple: one wish. The caveat: the wish had to be purely personal, no

other human being could be directly altered. The key word being directly.

~

Serena didn’t have a clue why I wanted her to dress up sexy. “Can’t we just, like,

‘do it’ right here in your bed? Why do we have to go out?”

“Gawd, don’t you know anything? Going out is what sexy gals like us do. What’s

the point of being gorgeous if no one can see you?” I was already dressed to the

nines in my favorite red mini-dress, while she was moping around in a push-up

bra, stay-up stockings and a pair of pink bikini briefs. “C’mon, get with the

program.” I handed her a sweet black mini-dress with long sleeves and a keyhole

neckline for that naughty glimpse of cleavage men love.

She held it at arm’s length like it was an old dog with bladder issues. “You want

me to wear this?”

I explained how girl-on-girl action depended on us hitting a club, dancing together

and generally turning every male in the house—and some of the lesbians—into a

mound of slavering testosterone. “That’s how we girls get ramped up for action,” I

told her, unzipping the dress and urging her to step inside. Reluctantly, she finally

did so and I zipped her up.

A moment later she was posing in front of my closet mirror, rocking a coy smile

that gave the lie to her previous attitude. “Oh man, I really look hawt, don’t I?”

“You totally do—and I oughta know, because likewise.” I loaded her up with bling

and handed her my second-cutest handbag. “Now, let’s hit the clubs. We got us

some socially challenged male bimbos to impress.”

Luv-n-Rocketz is a meat market. Everybody in town knows that, with the possible

exception of Seth. Girls supply the luvin’, guys bring their rockets and everything

else is window dressing. First thing, I got Serena the girliest drink imaginable—a

pink raspberry cosmo—and told the waiter to make sure her glass was always full.

Then I pulled her onto the dance floor and we got busy making every guy in the

joint jealous. My hands were all over my body double, and after a couple of pink

cosmos she was right there with me. I held back just enough to avoid giving the

impression we were too into each other. Frankly, it wasn’t easy. I’m gorgeous.
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Eventually, I had to pull her back to our table. “Park it, girl. We got to get us some

direct male attention and that’s not gonna happen while we’re dancing dirty.”

Serena sipped from her topped-up glass. “What for? I thought we were just here to

get ourselves all revved up for the girl-on-girl stuff.”

I patted her arm. “Just fell off the turnip truck, huh? This is how we do that, sweet

thing. We get some poor ignorant dupe with major league cajones all revved up,

thinking he’s gonna score with a couple of hotties—that’s what gets us going.” I

faked having a bright idea. “You know what? We should bring him home with us

and then make him watch. Would that be hawt or not?”

She looked doubtful. “Gee, I dunno… maybe?”

“Trust me, it would.” I nodded briskly. “That’s what we’ll do. Now we just have

to find ourselves some studly hunk dumb enough to fall for it.” I looked around

the room. Not many guys could be that dumb, but of course he didn’t actually

have to be. Seth isn’t dumb either, but he definitely wasn’t thinking straight. Good

thing too, or Serena would never have sat still for my little con.

My prayers were answered when Hercules wandered by. That wasn’t his real

name but it should’ve been—because muscles. I managed to catch his eye and he

stopped in his tracks, perhaps unable to believe his luck. The good ones always

think less of themselves than others do.

His voice was a basso rumble. “Buy you ladies a drink?”

“It’s a deal,” I said with a coy smile. “It’s a bargain too. Girls drink for free.”

He looked surprised as he sank heavily onto a chair. “Really? That’s cool. Hey,

maybe you should buy me a drink.” I wasn’t shocked to learn this was his first

visit to Luv-n-Rocketz. Perfect!

I introduced myself and Serena, Hercules opined that we must be twinsies, and I

told him about the family rumor that we were but our mother had given Serena to

her older sister because she couldn’t have kids of her own. Serena stared at me,

aghast, while Herc and I agreed it was both sweet and probably true.

Forty-five minutes later the three of us were on our way, back to my place.

To start off we all cozied up on the couch, with we gals on either side of Hercules.

Serena held back, but I made sure that Herc was revving on all cylinders by the

time we decamped to the bedroom. Herc got into bed while Serena and I hit the

head. My ‘cousin’ seemed a wee bit concerned.

“He’s already in bed,” she hissed, while I instructed her in how to clean up and

moisturize those special areas. “What are we supposed to do now? How the heck

is he gonna watch us when he’s right in there with us?”
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“He’ll have the best seat in the house,” I told her, lying through my teeth. That

was the easy part. “So here’s the plan. We tell him to scootch over while we get in.

Then we start doing our girl-on-girl thing. I’ll tell him it’s just to get you and me

warmed up for the main event, and I’ll give ‘im a nice rub every now and then to

keep him, ya know, ‘interested’. Okay? Is that clear?”

Serena nodded, albeit slowly. I doused the lights and we climbed into the ring, so

to speak. The main event had begun. My ultimate fantasy was tantalizingly close

to its glorious fruition. I trembled with anticipation.

I explained things to Herc and then got it going with Serena. She wore nothing but

a garter belt and stockings, while I had on a lacy peignoir. Needless to say,

Hercules was naked. I was impressed with what I felt, when I reached back to

make sure he was still ready and willing; the man certainly lived up to his first

impression. It almost made me think twice about my plan, but—no way. I might

never have another chance to make the dream come true.

By the time I got through with her, Serena/Seth was moaning and writhing under

the sheets—begging for it, as the saying goes. I threw back the covers, so as not to

obscure the action, then tapped out, a la WrestleMania. Hercules tapped in, and

then the real fun began.

Serena didn’t know what was

going on at first, but she clued

in fast when Herc flipped her

over and got busy downstairs.

She didn’t exactly object either,

not when she realized how good

it felt to take a real man inside her.

I took a seat next to my vanity and,

in the soft light of a single red bulb

in the stained-glass lamp beside

my bed, I watched me receive

the kind of thorough ‘boning’ that

most women can only dream about.

Her heartfelt cries of ecstasy were exactly 

what I’d always dreamed of hearing. Truly, 

it was glorious! Tears of joy filled my eyes.

After Herc had left I released Seth from the 

skinsuit. He couldn’t look me in the eye, but 

when I told him he’d be doing this again real 

soon he gave me a glum nod. Excelsior!  


